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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, TEZPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA,  

ADDL. CJM, TEZPUR 

G.R. Case No: 775/13 

u/s 341/323 of IPC 

State 

v. 

Sri Kon Das ….……Accused 

Ld. Advocates:  

For Prosecution……… Sri M. Das, Ld. Addl. P.P. 

For Defence…… Sri Swami Nath and Sri Sanjay Nath, Ld. Advocates. 

Evidence Recorded on: 21.3.16, 11.5.6, 24.6.16, 21.1.17, 17.3.17. 

Argument heard on: 22.09.17 

Judgment delivered on: 04.10.17  

                                                    J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case, in brief, is that, on 07.04.13, at about 7 AM in the 

morning when he was returning from Bordubia Gaon weekly market by 

pulling his handcart, accused Sri Kon Das, S/o- Lt. Sakiram Das had 

inflicted blows by means of dao (single edged sword, primarily used for 

slashing and chopping) and knocked on his person with the haft (handle of 

dao) from behind. Hence, the case.                  

2. The informant, Sri Pravat Das, had lodged an FIR on 07.04.13, at Bihaguri 

outpost. Accordingly, Tezpur PS case no. 409/13, u/s 341/324/325 of IPC 

has been registered. After investigation, the charge sheet was filed u/s 

341/323 of IPC against the accused person Sri Kon Das. Particulars of 

offences u/s 341/323 of IPC have been read over and explained to the 

accused person, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.    
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3. The prosecution has examined 5 (five) witnesses and thereafter, closed its 

evidence. Accused is examined u/s 313 of IPC. Defence has led no 

evidence. Heard arguments.  

 

4.  POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

a. Whether the accused person had wrongfully restrained the informant, 

Sri Prabhat Ch. Das on 07.04.13 at about 7 AM in the morning while he 

was returning from Bordubia Gaon by pulling his cart ? 

b. Whether the accused person, had voluntarily caused hurt to the 

informant on the said date and time?  

DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. PW1, Sri Sumit Hazarika has stated in his examination-in-chief that he 

knows both the informant as well as the accused. They are his co-villagers. 

He stated that he does not know anything about the incident and did not 

hear anything.  

6. Defence has declined to cross-examine the witness.  

7. Sri PW2, Girindra Hazarika, has stated in his examination-in-chief that he 

knows both the informant as well as the accused. They are his co-villagers. 

He stated that he does not know about the incident. He stated that he goes 

for work in the morning and returns at night.  

8. Defence has declined to cross-examine the witness.  

9. PW3, Sri Prabhat Ch. Das, has stated in his examination-in-chief that he is 

the informant and he recognized the accused. The incident took place 

about two (2) years ago at about 8 AM in the morning. He stated that 

accused Kon Das is his neighbour and the relation between him and the 

accused Kon Das has not been good since before. He stated that on the 

day of occurrence, he took her daughter Aimoni Das age of 7 years, for 

hanging out by putting her on handcart and when he returned, accused 

restrained him on half way and told him to wait. Then, he parked his 

handcart( thela) on roadside and moved forward. Thereafter, his daughter 

ran towards him and when he went to take her, accused hit him with some 

weapon from behind. He stated that blood oozed out from his back. 

Thereafter, he came home. After seeing blood oozing out from his body, 
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his family members took him to the police station and he was provided 

medical treatment. He lodged an ejahar in the police station. Ext. 1 is the 

ejahar and Ext. 1(1) is his signature.  

10.  In his cross-examination, he stated that his house and the house of 

accused are adjacent. He stated that the house of accused is visible from 

his house. He denied the suggestion that he always used to make uproar 

after consuming liquor. He denied the suggestion that the relation between 

him and his neighbours is not good. He stated that accused asked him to 

wait with the intention to quarrel. He stated that police recorded his 

statement. He stated that the ejahar was being written with the help of a 

police personnel. He does not how to write. Thereafter, he put his 

signature on the ejahar. He stated the he does not remember what is 

written in the ejahar. The ejahar was written as told by him. He denied the 

suggestion that accused did not assault him with any weapon as told by 

him and he sustained injury due to fall. He denied the suggestion that he 

lodged a false case against the accused as he has not good relation with 

the accused.  

11.  PW4, Smti Junali Hazarika has stated in his examination-in-chief that she 

does not know both the informant and the accused. She does not know 

anything about the incident. She stated that she heard quarrel between 

both sides.    

12.  Defence has declined to cross-examine the witness.  

13.  PW5, Dr. Sanjib Kr. Medhi, has stated in his examination-in-chief that on 

07.04.13 he was working as M&HO-1 at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. 

On that day, he examined Sri Prabhat Das, 45 years of age, male, I/C, 

Bihaguri outpost, No. Nill. On examination, he found a small lacerated 

wound over left scapula region, of size 2cm x1cm x 1 cm (approx). He also 

found abrasion over both middle fingers. Injuries are simple, caused by 

blunt object. Ext. 2 is his report and Ext. 2(1) is his signature with seal.  

14.  In his cross-examination, he stated that in his report it is not mentioned 

whether the victim was escorted by police officer. Hence, he cannot 

recollect it. Apart from round seal, nothing has been mentined about 

police/ GD entry number. Such injuries may also be caused by falling over 

hard surface.  
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Appreciation of Evidence  

15. In this case, the prosecution has brought two charges against the accused, 

i.e one u/s 341 of IPC and the other u/s 323 of IPC.  

16. The prosecution has examined 5 witnesses, including the M.O., to bring 

home the charge against the accused. Out of these witnesses, PW1 and 

PW2, have expressed their ignorance about the offences. It is clear from 

their testimonies that they do not know about the incident. The defense 

has also declined to cross examine them. Hence, their testimonies have no 

relevance, in either proving or disproving the offences.  

17. The evidence of PW4, gives an indication about the happening of a quarrel 

between the two sides. However, his evidence does not assist the 

prosecution to establish as to what had happened in the quarrel, as she has 

also stated that she does not know about the incident. The defense has 

also declined to cross examine her.  

18. The I.O. could not be examined, as his presence could not be secured by 

the prosecution even after repeated efforts, as his whereabouts could not 

be ascertained. This is reflected from the order sheet and the case record. 

19. Hence, the entire prosecution’s case is based on the evidence of the injured 

and the medical officer, who had examined the injured. 

20. PW3, Sri Prabhat Ch. Das, in his evidence has clearly stated that at the 

time of the incident, when he was returning with his 7 years old daughter, 

the accused had told him to stop, but he proceeded and thereafter the 

accused had hit him with some kind of weapon from his backside, and 

blood started to ooze out from his backside of shoulder. He has also stated, 

in his cross examination, that the accused had told him to stop, in order to 

pick up a quarrel with him.  

21. Hence, the issue is whether the evidence of PW3 is trustworthy or not. If 

the cross examination of PW3, is analysed, I find nothing therein, which 

would raise doubt as to the veracity of the testimony of PW3. In other 

words, nothing could be elicited in the cross examination, to shake the 

foundation of his testimony. No contradiction or omission in his statement 
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vis a vis his statement u/s 161 Cr PC, was put forward to him during his 

cross examination. Mainly suggestions were put to him, to which he has 

denied. 

22. There is no hard and fast rule, that merely, because there is an inimical 

relation between the accused and the informant, the informant would try to 

falsely implicate the accused. It depends on the facts of the case. In this 

case, the informant has stated that he did not have a good relation with 

the accused, before the incident had taken place, but he has denied the 

suggestion that he had lodged a false case due to such kind of relationship. 

There is no evidence to show that the informant had a specific reason to 

falsely implicate the accused. The accused, in his examination u/s 313 Cr 

PC, has stated that he had a good relationship with the informant. He also 

did not state any reason, why would the informant try to put him behind 

bars.   

23. Though the I.O was not examined by the prosecution, but his non 

examination, is not fatal to the prosecution’s case, because there was no 

contradiction to be proved. Moreover, the defense has not disputed the 

identity of the accused. Likewise, non examination of the 7 years old 

daughter of the injured , does not raise any presumption  against the  

truthfulness of prosecution’s case, due to the fact of her tender age, she 

might not be able to understand the situation and give a correct narration 

of the incident.  

24.  The evidence of the M.O.,  shows that the injured was being medically 

examined by him, on the same day i.e on 07.4.13, at about 10:25 AM, 

shortly after the incident of assault. As per the FIR, the incident took place 

on 07.4 .13 at about 7 AM. Though, the police case no. or GDE No. has not 

been mentioned in the medical report(Ext 2), it cannot be said that the 

report is not related to this case as the seal of the Bihaguri police outpost is 

seen on the report.  

25. Furthermore, the M.O. , in his evidence, has stated that Sri Prabhat Das 

(injured) has sustained small lacerated wound on left scapula region of 2 

cm x 1 cm x1 cm, and abrasion over finger. PW3, Sri Prabhat Das, has also 

stated that he had received injury on the backside i.e on the back on his 

shoulder. Scapula region means back side of collar blade. Hence , there is 
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consistency between the nature and place of injury narrated by the injured 

and what was mentioned in the medical report.  

26. Hence, I find the statement of the M.O. reliable, and that the report was 

being prepared in connection to this case.  

27. The evidence of the M.O. corroborates, the testimony of PW3, regarding 

the time and nature of injury.  

28. It is true that there is no independent witness, who had seen the incident. 

But absence of the same, does not render the testimony of PW3(injured), 

unbelievable. As discussed earlier, the evidence of PW3, is found 

trustworthy and reliable. It is a settled principle of law that evidence is 

weighed and not counted, and conviction can be based on the sole 

testimony of a witness, if the testimony is found truthful and reliable. In 

this case, the evidence of PW3 was found to be trustworthy and there is 

corroboration of medical evidence also, in relation to the injury.  

29. On the basis of the above, it is proved that the accused had voluntarily 

attacked the informant from behind and assaulted him, causing simple 

injury on his scapula region. Hence, the offence u/s 323 IPC is proved, 

beyond reasonable doubt.  

30. However, there is no evidence to show that the accused had restrained the 

informant from proceeding in the direction in which he was proceeding. 

PW3 has stated that the accused had told him to stop, but he moved ahead 

after keeping the cart aside. Hence, there was no physical restraint applied 

upon him from moving ahead. In other words, the offence u/s 341 of IPC is 

not attracted.  

31. In the light of the above, I am of the view that prosecution has been able 

to prove the guilt of the accused, Sri Kan Das u/s 323 of IPC, beyond 

reasonable doubt. Hence, the said accused is convicted u/s 323 of IPC. 

However, both the accused person is acquitted of the charge u/s 341 of 

IPC, as the offence u/s 341 of IPC is not proved. 

32. Considering the nature of the offence and the circumstances of the case , I 

am not inclined to extend the benefit of Probation of Offenders Act, to the 

accused. 

33. Heard on the point of sentence. Considering the fact that the injury was 

simple in nature and not inflicted upon any vital part of the body, the 
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accused, Sri Kan Das is sentenced to pay a fine of Rs.1000/- u/s 323 IPC 

i/d R.I. for one month.  

34. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this  4th    of October, 

2017. The judgment is prepared under my hand and seal of this Court  

35.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

 

 

(K.K. Sharma) 
                                             Addl. CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE PROSECUTION: 

EXT1: FIR. 

EXT2: Medical Report.  

                              

(K.K. Sharma) 
                                            Addl. CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 

 

 


